
 

Issue 2 

TN7 NISSAN EL GRAND - HIGHWAY STAR  1996 - 2001 
 

Item Qty   Description Item Qty                 Description 
A 1 Crossmember D 2 M16 x 50 Bolts, Nuts & S/P Washers 
B 1 R/H Side Arm E 4 M12 X 35 Bolts, Nuts & S/P Washers  
C 1 L/H Side Arm F 4 M10 X 40 Bolts Grade 10.9 on Flexi Wands, Nuts & S/P Washers 
   G 2 10 x 25 Flat Washers 

 

1. Lower the spare wheel from its carrier. NOTE: You may find it necessary to remove the carrier and hook 
on some models). 

2. Remove the rear most exhaust silencer rubbers and lower. (It is advisably to support the silencer to 
prevent damage).    

3. Remove the towing eye from the right hand chassis and retain the fixings. (This is not refitted with towbar). 
4. Locate the markings on the left hand chassis that correspond with the two in the right hand side, drill out 

to 12mm. 
5.  Locate the access hole in the bottom face of the left hand chassis just forward of the holes just drilled and 

open out to 20mm ready for Item F. 
6. Locate spare wheel hook hole, measure 65mm to the n/s and mark and then 245mm to the n/s from the 

hook hole and mark. Drill both out to 20mm ready for Item F. 
7. Using the existing fixings bolt Item B to the right hand chassis. 
8. Place Items F through access hole in the left hand chassis and bolt Item C into place. 
9. Using Item E temporarily bolt Item A between Item B and Item C and mark the holes through the central 

bracket on the back panel. 
10. Remove Item A and drill the marked holes out to 12mm. 
11. Refit Item A using Item E and Items F through the central bracket. 
12. Using Item D bolt the ball and wiring plate (not supplied in the kit) to Item A. 
13. Fully tighten all nuts and bolts and ensure towbar is rigid and secure. 
14. Re fit exhaust rubbers. 
15. Re fit spare wheel carrier if removed and replace the spare wheel.   
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Note: Nose load limits and vehicle manufacturer’s trailer / caravan weight limits must be observed.  
        

Tow-Trust Towbars 
Important: Please read General Notes overleaf before fitting 


